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ABSTRACT

AN EXAMINATION OF USNORTHCOM’S ABILITY TO RESPOND TO DOMESTIC CATASTROPHES IN SUPPORT OF CIVIL AUTHORITIES, by MAJ Merbin Carattini, 60 pages.

In the wake of 9/11, the Secretary of Defense assigned to USNORTHCOM the mission of providing military forces in support of civilian authorities in case of a natural disaster or a terrorist attack anywhere in the U.S. or its territories. With this directive, USNORTHCOM planners formed Joint Task Force Civil Support (JTF-CS) with the mission of providing support to civilian authorities. This Task Force contains multiple units across the United States to fulfill mission requirements to support myriad potential scenarios. In the structure of JTF-CS, there are representatives from the Army, Air Force, and Navy ready within 24-48 hours’ notice to assist civilian authorities based on identified gaps in states’ capabilities. Distributed across the USNORTHCOM area of responsibility, these military forces must deploy following a strict timeline set by USNORTHCOM. In order to support deployment of military forces, base support installations synchronize and coordinate deployment support efforts to ensure military forces abide to USNORTHCOM timelines. Factors that this research will consider are USNORTHCOM’s ability to deploy military forces in relation to the incident area, capabilities required to support civil authorities, and requirements necessary to transport military forces to support domestic catastrophes. Successful synchronization will safeguard a unified effort among all stakeholders to include military forces and civilian authorities specifically at the state level. An increased emphasis on responsibilities by local state response forces is driving the thesis of this monograph to capture if USNORTHCOM’s current employment and array of capabilities are relevant. Additionally, based on the recent changes to Army Doctrine Publication ADP 3-0, Defense Support of Civil Authorities is part of the unified land operations concept. This capstone doctrine places increased emphasis on the systems available to deploying military forces in support of civilian authorities.
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<td>DOD</td>
<td>Department of Defense</td>
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<td>FBI</td>
<td>Federal Bureau Investigation</td>
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<td>FEMA</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>-------------</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>U.S. PACOM</td>
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</tr>
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INTRODUCTION

The terrorist threat to the United States today remains complex. While not every chemical, biological, radiological, or nuclear (CBRN) threat is from terrorists, or even manmade, preparation for terrorist attacks predominates because of the increasing threat from terrorist groups armed with weapons of mass destruction.\(^1\) Although the military decreased portions of the threat over the past ten years by implementing changes to the military organization in support to the homeland, the threat remains relevant. Should the worst happen, such as an attack with a weapon of mass destruction or a CBRN incident, federal and state National Guard forces would provide specialized capabilities and general-purpose forces.\(^2\) While major strides in planning, preparation, funding, and training in support of homeland defense and civil support occurred, lack of interagency coordination and execution among all stakeholders remains a challenge. Before September 11, 2001, the Department of Defense failed to assign command authority of military forces in support to civil authorities to any combatant commander. In the wake of 9/11, the Secretary of Defense assigned to USNORTHCOM the mission of providing military forces in support of civilian authorities in case of a natural disaster or a terrorist attack anywhere in the U.S. or its territories.

With this directive, USNORTHCOM planners formed Joint Task Force Civil Support (JTF-CS) with the mission of providing assistance to civilian authorities when requested by state governors and approved by the President of the United States. To fulfill mission requirements this Joint Task Force contains multiple units across the United States in support of a myriad of potential scenarios. In the structure of JTF-CS, there are representatives from the Army, Air Force, and Navy prepared to deploy within 24-48 hours’ notice to assist civilian authorities based


\(^2\)Ibid., 11.
on identified gaps in state capabilities. The complexity of bringing together all capabilities at the local, state, federal and non-governmental organizations coherently at the appropriate time is as daunting as the importance of the mission.

Distributed across the USNORTHCOM area of responsibility, these military forces must follow a strict deployment timeline set by USNORTHCOM. The majority of Defense Support of Civil Authorities (DSCA) missions will stress the sustainment warfighting function. Mission success depends on units’ ability to deliver personnel, medical support, supplies, and equipment, while maintaining their equipment and soldiers. This is challenging because forces often provide support in areas devastated by a disaster and lacking potable water, electrical power, and sanitation. When needed, a federal installation identified as a base support installation will serve as a base for federal military forces throughout the mission. In order to support deployment of military forces, base support installations should synchronize and coordinate deployment support efforts to ensure military forces abide to USNORTHCOM timelines. Factors that this research will consider are the location of deploying military forces in relation to the incident area, capabilities, and requirements necessary to transport military forces to support civilian authorities. Successful synchronization will safeguard a unified effort among all stakeholders to include military forces and civilian authorities.

As USNORTHCOM completes its first decade of existence the hard question arises: Does USNORTHCOM have the capacity to deliver support to civil authorities in response to natural disasters and CBRNE attacks in a matter consistent with the reasonable expectations of the American people? Many aspects are at stake that would require analysis such as the basis to determine if forces available to USNORTHCOM are sufficient or if military forces can rapidly deploy and arrive within 72 hours to support civil authorities.

\[3\text{Ibid., 4.}\]
DOD identified capability gaps in its civil support mission by completing a capabilities-based assessment in March 2010. The overarching recommendation is that key DOD policies and guidance for the civil support mission are outdated, limiting DOD’s ability to fully address capability gaps. DOD’s strategic guidance requires that military forces in conjunction with civil authorities anticipate requests for civil support by identifying capability gaps based on up-to-date guidance. However, inconsistency and misalignment across DOD’s policies, strategy, and doctrine for civil support makes interagency coordination difficult for DOD to address capability gaps and pre-position equipment and supplies. A Government Accountability Office (GAO) report published in March 2010, found outdated DOD policies and guidance that do not reflect current organizational framework for providing assistance to civil authorities. A solution suggested by the GAO is that if DOD updates key policies for civil support, it will be better able to address capability gaps and provide timely and appropriate support to civil authorities. A current example is DOD’s recent publication, Army Doctrine Publication 3-0, *Unified Land Operations* (ADP 3-0). Notwithstanding addressing defense support of civil authorities, ADP 3-0 lacks the necessary details that allow military forces to plan appropriately.

This monograph makes two fundamental assumptions. First, the United States will remain militarily engaged in the world to ensure that the national interests are protected. As a result, its national security strategy of “Security, Prosperity, Values, and International Order” and its national military strategy of “Prevent, Shape, and Win” will remain unchanged in

---


5Ibid., 16.

principle, even if the terms and priorities change.\textsuperscript{7} Second, if U.S. national culture and historical traditions are any indication, American citizens will demand a domestic environment in which their homeland is secure, but the primacy of civilian authority and liberties remain intact and security measures are transparent.\textsuperscript{8} Once states have exhausted their ability to deal with an emergency and their internal capabilities are exhausted then the federal government will provide the support requested. In essence, the U.S. military will perform the bulk of its Homeland Security missions as the supporting rather than the lead federal agency and may have to comply with restrictive rules established by civilian authorities.\textsuperscript{9}

\textsuperscript{7}Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, \textit{The National Military Strategy of the United States}, (Washington, D.C., February 8, 2011), 5.

\textsuperscript{8}In a speech to the National Academy of Sciences on January 22, 1998, President Bill Clinton assured the public that those demands would be met, declaring that even in the face of a growing bioterrorist threat, the government would remain committed to upholding “privacy rights and other constitutional protections, as well as the proprietary rights of American businesses.”

Prior to September 11, 2001, domestic military missions frequently lacked adequate coordination among the uniformed services, were ad hoc and poorly resourced, and were generally executed in a manner inconsistent with the “jointness” required by the 1986 Goldwater–Nichols Act. The Secretary of Defense recognized that this approach was inadequate to address the foreseeable and substantial threats likely to emerge in a post–9/11 environment. In the case of DSCA, missions have been authorized and defined by a diverse array of specific statutes and directives. The federal government has rarely considered natural and non-terror-human caused disasters within the United States to be matters of national security that required intervention of military forces. The notable exception was civil defense in case of a nuclear attack. The air defenses assigned to North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) were the main protection against an air attack to the U.S. homeland. The maritime approaches were under the de facto authority of the Chief of Naval Operations. Land-based military capabilities were oriented toward very specific mission sets: force protection, counter-narcotics, civil disturbance, and, when requested by a governor and approved by the president, civil support. While substantial capability to defend against chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear, and high explosive (CBRNE) weapons existed within the Department of Defense (DOD), the assets specifically identified for domestic employment were principally allocated to joint Task Force Civil Support (JTF-CS).

---


In April 2002, the DOD created a new geographic combatant command: Northern Command (U.S.NORTHCOM). Its geographic area of responsibility consisted of the 48 continental U.S. states, Alaska, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Canada and Mexico. Of note, DOD delegated the same set of responsibilities to U.S. Pacific Command in order to provide assistance to U.S. areas outside USNORTHCOM’s area of responsibilities such as Hawai’i, Guam, Northern Mariana Islands, and American Samoa. USNORTHCOM’s assigned responsibilities fall into two broad categories:

1. Homeland Defense–the protection of U.S. sovereignty, territory, domestic population, and critical defense infrastructure against external threats as directed by the president.

2. Defense Support of Civil Authorities–is DOD support, including federal military forces, the department’s career civilian and contractor personnel, and DOD agency and components assets, for domestic emergencies and for designated law enforcement and other activities.

The defense community, including USNORTHCOM, also continued to evolve and grow into this new mission. In 2002, the Secretary of Defense recommended, and Congress approved, a new command position–the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Homeland Defense and Americas Security Affairs. Congress also approved the elevation of the Joint Directorate of Military Support (JDOMS), which approves requests for military support to civilian authorities, moving it to the Operations Directorate of the Joint Staff.

---

12Ibid., 8.


14Ibid., 7.

15Donald F. Thompson, “Terrorism and Domestic Response: Can DOD Help Get it
INITIAL DOD EFFORTS TO BUILD A STATE LEVEL MILITARY RESPONSE

Background

USNORTHCOM’s initial concept of operations anticipated the necessary operating forces, including critical lifesaving capabilities, would be under its command structure only in the aftermath of a major disaster when directed by the President of the United States. Until then, such allocated forces would remain with their parent services conducting normal day-to-day operations at their respective installations across the United States. By design, this concept of operations lacks the direct attention that leaders, planners, and interagency liaison offices needed to provide the operational capability within moments notice.

The historic view and core principle of American history is that the federal military should play a very limited role within U.S. borders. Federalist No. 816 significantly influenced this decision not to assign forces to USNORTHCOM. Another factor also came into play: an institutional aversion by the Department of Defense to the entire DSCA mission set. Many senior DOD leaders—civilian and uniformed alike—believed that providing support to civil authorities was a mission of secondary importance. DSCA mission set was important but only if military forces could be spared from more important combat missions in Iraq and Afghanistan. The emerging DSCA missions in the USNORTHCOM portfolio—National Planning Scenarios—did not fit the DOD’s warrior ethos model. Army forces provide the majority of military support during a domestic catastrophe, mainly through the National Guard (NG). State National Guard forces include Army and Air National Guard serving under active duty status or Title 32.17

---


17 Department of the Army, Army Doctrine Publication 3-28 Defense Support to Civil
Commission on the National Guard and Reserves report *Transforming the National Guard and Reserves into a 21st Century Operational Force*, rightly emphasized the need to overcome DOD’s cultural resistance to domestic civil support missions. Based on this cultural resistance the Commission on the National Guard and Reserves called for congressional action to expressly clarify DOD’s duty to provide civil support. The commission further noted that Congress should:

1. Codify “the Department of Defense’s current responsibility, as defined in its Strategy for Homeland Defense and Civil Support. In other words, the law should state that DOD has the responsibility to provide support to the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and other agencies for domestic emergencies and for designated law enforcement and other activities.”

2. Declare that, “responding to natural and man-made disasters in the homeland is a core competency of DOD that is equal to its combat responsibilities.”

3. Clearly state “that in the event of a major catastrophe incapacitating civilian government over a wide geographic area, DOD is expected to provide the bulk of the response.”

Over time, National Guard Bureau initiatives produced an integrated and effective system of response for mid-range CBRNE consequence management missions. Following a localized disaster, the governor of the affected state could rapidly deploy NG CBRNE response personnel to assess the incident, determine the CBRNE contaminants, advise first responders, and inform

---


19Ibid., 23.

follow-on forces. These units—CBRNE Support Teams (CST), CBRNE Enhanced Response Force Package (CERFP), and Homeland Response Force (HRF)—could also provide their own decontamination and immediate medical care. However, state level entities could not structure their capabilities to respond to the much greater demands of a complex non-contiguous multistate catastrophe because of the amount of limited resources within the state. A multistate catastrophe became an unfamiliar problem to the Department of Homeland Defense and Department of Defense. This unfamiliarity resulted in the creation of Joint Task Force Civil Support (JTF-CS) at the federal level. Army National Guard units have advantages and disadvantages for employment in a domestic role. Significant advantages are proximity, responsiveness, knowledge of local conditions, and closer association with state and local officials. The essential disadvantages for using National Guard forces are wide distribution and capabilities of units between states and limited ability of the states to fund activated National Guard units for extended periods.\footnote{Department of the Army, \textit{Army Doctrine Publication 3-28 Defense Support to Civil Authorities}, (Washington D.C.: Government Printing Office, August 2012), 8.}

\textbf{WMD Civil Support Teams (CST)}

The Army National Guard’s consistent emphasis on the need to defend the U.S. homeland against asymmetric catastrophes was the driving force to create the Weapons of Mass Destruction (WMD) Civil Support Teams. The National Guard Bureau leadership saw homeland defense as an integrated element of 21-century national security.\footnote{Department of Defense, \textit{Quadrennial Defense Review Report}, (Washington, D.C., February 2010), 13.} This effort to create WMD support teams created a tiered system of capabilities for CBRNE response. As a result, the National Guard working closely with congressional allies, sought and received authorization to
establish 10 CSTs in 1999.\textsuperscript{23} A CST is essentially a CBRNE reconnaissance team with the capability to identify CBRNE agents, assess the current and projected consequences of suspected or actual WMD events, advise civilian responders, and assist with request for assistance to expedite arrival of additional state and military assets to help save lives, prevent human suffering, and mitigate property damage.\textsuperscript{24}

Congress mandated that each state and territory of the U.S. have at least one CST providing support for immediate response within the state or in support of a territory. By 2000, congress authorized 17 additional CSTs, five more in 2001, and 23 more in 2005 for a total of 55 CSTs therefore covering all states and territories. Two more were approved in 2012, one in New York and one in Florida. CSTs are federally funded NG units established under Presidential Decision Directive 39. There are 57 fulltime teams: one in every U.S. state, Washington, D.C., Puerto Rico, Guam and the US Virgin Islands, and an additional team each in California, Florida and New York.\textsuperscript{25} Multiple events that occurred in 2005 such as Hurricane Katrina, Hurricane Rita and Hurricane Wilma began to alert the Secretary of Defense that DOD and the entire federal interagency were not adequately prepared for a domestic catastrophic event, including a WMD attack.


Figure 1 WMD CST Distribution

CBRNE Enhanced Response Forces Packages (CERFP)

Building on the CST concept in 2004, the Chief of the National Guard Bureau proposed the creation of 17 CERFPs to augment the capabilities within various states. The mission of a CERFP is to “respond to a CBRNE incident and assist local, state, and federal agencies in conducting consequence management by providing capabilities to conduct personnel decontamination, emergency medical services, and casualty search and extraction.”

The CERFP NG personnel structure contains a Medical Team (45 personnel), a Search and Extraction Team (50 personnel), and a Decontamination Team (75 personnel). Each CERFP has approximately 170-200 personnel trained in catastrophe management drawn from existing units, normally in state status, but available for Title 32 or, under extraordinary circumstances,

---

Title 10 employment.\(^{27}\) Even though these teams provided a superb capability, CERFPs were limited in numbers and capability to rapidly respond throughout the entire nation. Moreover, in most circumstances, these National Guard units would be under the governor’s command and control and therefore would be unavailable to the president during the events of national significance based on the provisions of the Public Law 109-364, the "John Warner Defense Authorization Act of 2007"\(^{28}\). For complex, multistate catastrophes, the president would be limited to call on USNORTHCOM. Seventeen states have CERFP teams: California, Colorado, Florida, Georgia, Hawai‘i, Illinois, Massachusetts, Minnesota, Missouri, Nebraska, New York, Ohio, Pennsylvania, Texas, Virginia, Washington, and West Virginia. The CERFP teams are strategically based to allow for an expeditious response with at least one CERFP team in each of the 10 Federal Emergency Management Agency regions (Figure 3). Three CERFP teams are in Region 3 (PA, WV, VA) and three more in Region 5 (IL, OH, MN) providing coverage for high population areas in the North/North-East and National Capital Region. Two CERFP teams are in Region 9 (HI, CA) based on population density and geographic location. Two CERFP teams are in Region 4 (GA, FL) and two more in Region 7 (NE, MO) providing capabilities to leverage in the event of a catastrophe on the scale of Hurricane Katrina.\(^{29}\) In addition to quick activation from the supported governor, CERFP Team distribution within each of the FEMA regions’ role is deployment response time and their ability to arrive to a catastrophe. Moreover, there is an increased exposure to training exercises within the CERFP region allowing interoperability with

\(^{27}\)Ibid., 38.


WMD CSTs. The alignments shown in Figure 3, depicts how CERFPs are distributed throughout FEMA regions depicted in roman numerals (Figure 3).

Figure 3 CERFPs by FEMA Regions aligned


The alignment between CERFP and FEMA allows for a developed relationship such as training together, understanding the capabilities and limitations of military forces within the region being supported. The CERFP has been successful in responding to medium size disasters under their current structure such as the 2008 flooding in Martinsville, Ind. and Hurricane Katrina in 2005. Nonetheless, a CERFP is limited in scale to the type of catastrophes it can support based on resources and capabilities available within its organization. This lack of scale offers an opportunity to apportion other Title 32 military forces to align regionally with FEMA and augment CERFPs.
The cumulative effect of de-synchronization at the local and state level increases compatibility problems once federal military forces arrive to assist. According to Government Accountability Office Report 12-114, published in December 2011, the National Guard Bureau has a framework in place for the operational command and control of CERFPs that outlines how the teams will integrate with civilian and military command structures. However, the command and control of operations involving CERFPs may be limited because of (1) inadequate communications equipment; (2) the absence of required agreements between some CERFPs and their out-of-state elements which require congressional approval; and (3) infrequent opportunities to practice potential command and control arrangements in a realistic response environment.\(^{30}\)

Upon notification of a validated pre-positioned or response support request, the NG CERFP Commander will determine the personnel/equipment to be deployed in the response. Commanders will conduct a rapid mission analysis to tailor deployment preparation, manage the alert/recall of NG CERFP units, deployment times and distances, and individual rest plans to facilitate safe deployment and mission readiness. NG CERFPs are capable of self-deployment by ground transportation. Fielded NG CERFP equipment sets and assigned vehicles are also air-transportable by C-130 or larger aircraft. Subsets of NG CERFP mission equipment are man-portable for rotary wing movement, however, use of subsets reduce overall mission execution, triage, decontamination, and medical treatment throughput capabilities. Within a 500 mile transportation radius of the NG CERFP, an assumption can be made that airlift for movement will not be used when it would not substantially reduce travel time to the incident location.

To facilitate integration into the disaster support efforts the NG CERFP Commander is in a position to provide valuable civil military coordination information to other military response elements. NG CERFPs will task organize in accordance with their capabilities and the JTF Commander's mission and intent. Requests for information from military agencies outside the NG CERFP chain of command will be directed to the JTF at the state level or the NGB Joint Operations Center. NG CERFPs are national assets that serve a critical role in the homeland defense mission. Simultaneously, NG CERFPs provide a response capability for their respective state, territory, or the District of Columbia or as otherwise governed by state-to-state agreements.

Homeland Response Force (HRF)

Based on the 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review and Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD) decisions, ten new 566-person domestic chemical biological radiological nuclear and explosive (CBRNE) and all-hazards response organizations were created to meet regional response requirements.\(^{31}\) Envisioning scenarios in which extremely large scale


<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Transport Means</th>
<th>less than 150 miles</th>
<th>150 - 250 miles</th>
<th>greater than 250 miles</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Self-Deploy (Vehicles)</td>
<td>3 hrs or less</td>
<td>3 hrs to 5 hrs</td>
<td>5 hrs plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rotary Wing Aircraft</td>
<td>3.5 hrs</td>
<td>3.5 hrs to 4.5 hrs</td>
<td>4.5 hrs plus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed Wing Aircraft</td>
<td>4.75 hrs after positioning aircraft and crew</td>
<td>4.75 hrs to 5.25 hrs after positioning aircraft and crew</td>
<td>5.25 hrs plus after positioning aircraft and crew</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 CERFP Movements – National Response Planning Timelines

incidents might require the activation of CSTs and/or CERFPs from multiple states, the Secretary of Defense directed the National Guard Bureau to design yet another new kind of task force model—one that would be optimized to provide command and control (C2) of these CBRNE—from multiple states. This new type of brigade level C2 element is called a Homeland Response Force. In addition to its Headquarters element (HQ), each HRF will include a security element and a battalion sized CBRNE task force with the same capabilities as a CERFP. Each HRF is capable of providing command and control for up to five CSTs and three CERFPs and will focus on planning, training, and exercising within its FEMA region, with the goal of establishing links between the local, state, and federal authorities.

To be able to provide broad geographic coverage (and to best align with the federal model), the DOD directed that ten of these Response Forces be established, one per FEMA region. Within each region, one state’s National Guard would serve as the host for the Response Force. Like the CERFP, the Homeland Response Force would not be a new unit structure increasing the overall size of the host state’s forces. Rather, it is a task force designation, requiring the host state to identify existing forces to take on the Response Force mission in addition to its existing missions. These ten teams will be operational over the course of FY 2012 through FY 2013. Even though there are three layers of response (CST, CERFP and, HRF) at the state level, there is still a need for coordination. The lack of coordination when synchronizing the bulk of the capabilities becomes priority in providing support within twenty-four hours at the local and state level. This desynchronization adds complexity when Title 10 federal forces arrive to an incident area to provide additional support once the catastrophe becomes “federalized” at the request of the governor. For this reason the HRF serves as the bridge between Title 32 and Title 10 forces.
For a catastrophe managed at the state level, local response military forces have the bulk of the CBRNE response capability located within the affected state’s borders or adjacent states. These state response capabilities deploy to an incident area via organic transportation eliminating dependency from external sources such as U.S. Transportation Command (U.S. TRANSCOM). Although air movement might be needed, most of the time it is not the primary method of transportation due to proximity of assets within the state. Therefore, strict timelines are realistic based on a pre-determined area of responsibility.

The opposite is true at the federal level where (1) USNORTHCOM geographical response area is the United States and territories. Therefore, (2) location of impact area is an unrealistic planning assumption during training exercises when speed of deployment is essential.
(3) DCRF dependency from multiple agencies to transport its military forces adds an additional layer of bureaucracy delaying response. (4) Spread of DCRF organic forces across the United States increases delays in assembling Task Forces to create unity of effort and speed of support to civil authorities.

Because an HRF is expected to bring a wide range of capabilities to an incident scene, they need to be outfitted with a system capable of supporting a diverse set of operations. One key element of this system is command and control of all forces operating in support of the consequence management efforts to include the WMD CSTs and CERFPs. When forming their Joint Operations Area (JOA), each HRF must ask the CST and CERFP operating in the JOA if it has the following capabilities:

1. Rapid Deploy: If HRFs are going to meet their short response posture, they must have facilities that can be set up quickly and easily. The ideal facility should not only feature a quick-erect design, but also require limited loose parts and tools to further reduce deployment time. Additionally, the JOA should require minimal personnel to assist in set up, allowing the majority of forces to focus on actual response efforts.

2. Easily Transportable: Because they must be transportable via ground, HRFs can be easily and quickly transported from one location to the next. In addition to meeting military requirements for ground transport, the equipment must also meet requirements for air transport in the event that an HRF must be moved via aircraft to the incident site.

3. Flexible Organizational Design: A JOA must have the proper space to support the wide range of HRF capabilities, from command and control to decontamination to search and extraction. The operations area must also be able to support the various support equipment that will be needed for each of these capabilities, such as communications gear, medical equipment...

and water heating systems.

4. Command and Control Ready: Finally, an effective JOA must feature command and control equipment that will allow personnel to receive data from various locations across the incident scene to make informed decisions and properly execute response efforts.  

The U.S. Military must establish robust, fully capable response forces unlike any seen before to be prepared for the numerous dangers threatening our current homeland security. From command and control to decontamination to search and extraction, HRFs must be prepared to complete a wide range of operations whenever and wherever disaster strikes. The implementation of Homeland Response Forces during Hurricane Katrina marked a significant change in the way military forces will assist in future response efforts, providing civilian agencies with a more streamlined force that is better equipped to quickly arrive at the incident scene and bring much needed capabilities and technical expertise to the incident scene.

---
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EFFORTS TO BUILD A MULTI-STATE CATASTROPHE MILITARY RESPONSE

The defense of the United States and its territories is the government and DOD’s top priority.35 The range of military operations in the homeland consists of Homeland Defense (HD) and DSCA. The Army defends the homeland and provides support to civil authorities, which are top priorities identified in Guidance for Employment of the Force and National Military Strategy. The HD and DSCA are on the list of ten "Primary Missions of the Armed Forces" as outlined in the new Strategic Guidance for DOD, signed by the president in January 2010.36 One of the biggest mistakes that tactical commanders can make is to assume they need to take charge upon arrival at the scene of an incident. Military forces operating freely within civilian jurisdiction risk upsetting the constitutional balance between civil authority, the military, and the private sector.37

The homeland is a unique and challenging operational environment for the Army and has a special set of requirements that future leaders must understand. The inherent characteristic of being in support of civilian authorities creates friction. By nature, military forces are created to be given a mission, apply capabilities and resources, and fulfill the requirements that will allow the achievement of the political end state.

DSCA is part of the Decisive Action construct that is found in Army doctrine (along with Offense, Defense and Stability Operations), but most Army forces do not have the capabilities needed for HD or DSCA operations in the homeland (some technical support forces are


required). The employment of military forces to conduct operations within the homeland is constrained by both law and policy. For example, employment of military forces for law enforcement is fundamentally different depending if the military force supporting civilian authorities is activated under Title 10 or Title 32. Commanders are bound by law, under the Posse Comitatus Act, in the employment of Title 10 forces for law enforcement missions therefore, commanders must understand this unique environment before a catastrophe occurs in order to shape activities before and during execution. Unified action is essential when the military responds to our nation's needs. The Army National Guard plays a predominant and unique role in DSCA operations, whether under the mission command of the state governor or federalized as Title 10 under the mission command of the President of the United States, Secretary of Defense, and supported combatant commander. Unity of effort between the state-led and federal-led responses is required for conducting military operations in the homeland.

Regarding the National Guard, the term “activated” simply means that a unit or individual of the reserve components has been called to active duty as prescribed on the written document received. The purpose and authority for that activation will determine limitations and duration of the activation. The Army and Air National Guard may be activated in a number of ways as prescribed by public law. Broadly, there are two titles in the United State Code (USC) under which units and troops may be activated, Title 32 (Militia Code) and Title 10.


State Duty

When National Guard units are not under federal control, the governor is the commander-in-chief of the units of his or her respective state, territory (Guam, Virgin Islands), or commonwealth (Puerto Rico). The President of the United States commands the District of Columbia (DC) National Guard, though this command is routinely delegated to the Commanding General of the DC National Guard.41 States are free to employ their National Guard forces under state control for state purposes and at state expense as provided in the state’s constitution and statutes. In doing so, governors, as commanders-in-chief, can directly access and utilize the National Guard’s federally assigned aircraft, vehicles, and other equipment so long as the federal government is reimbursed for the use of fungible equipment and supplies such as fuel, and food stocks. This is the authority under which governors activate and deploy National Guard forces in response to natural disasters and man-made emergencies such as riots and civil unrest, or terrorist attacks.42

The governor can activate National Guard personnel to “state active duty” in response to natural or man-made disasters or Homeland Defense missions. State Active Duty is based on State statute and policy as well as state funds; Soldiers and Airmen remain under the command and control of their governor. The federal Posse Comitatus Act (PCA) does not apply therefore state soldiers could be used for law enforcement activities. Restrictions on the use of federal military forces for law enforcement activities impair the ability of JTF commanders to employ combinations of Title 10 and Title 32 military forces within the Task Force. For example, a task force comprised of two infantry battalions, one battalion from Montana NG and the other
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battalion from the 82nd Infantry Division (Airborne). The JTF commander could not use all forces for law enforcement activities regardless of the battalion command relationship during the civil support operations. Posse Comitatus will take effect and the battalion from Montana NG is the only military force available to the JTF commander to conduct law enforcement activities.

**Federal Duty**

Title 10 service means full-time duty in the active military service of the United States. The term used is federalized. Federalized National Guard forces have been ordered by the President to active duty either in their reserve component status or by calling them into Federal service in their militia status. There are several forms of activation: voluntary order to active duty, which is with the consent of a soldier or airman and the approval of their governor. Partial Mobilization is another example in time of national emergency declared by the President for any unit or any member for no more than 24 consecutive months.

The unit charged to represent USNORTHCOM and to assist civil authorities in conducting CBRNE CM within the area of responsibility is Joint Task Force Civil Support (JTF-CS). JTF-CS is a standing Joint Task Force headquarters located at Fort Eustis, Virginia. The establishment of this JTF traces back to 1998. JTF-CS stands ready to provide command and control of military resources when called upon to support federal, state and local authorities in the United States, its territories and its possessions as a result of a CBRNE attack or incident within America's borders.

---

The Federal interagency community has developed fifteen all-hazards planning scenarios (the National Planning Scenarios) for use in national, federal, state, and local homeland security preparedness activities in order to establish a reference and provide the basis to train the most likely scenarios. The national planning scenarios serve as planning tools and are representative of the range of potential terrorist attacks and natural disasters. The objective was to develop a minimum number of credible scenarios in order to establish the range of response requirements to facilitate preparedness planning.\textsuperscript{44} Some of the national planning scenarios are: nuclear detonation, biological attack, biological disease outbreak (pandemic influenza), chemical attack of various types, natural disasters, radiological attacks, and cyber attack.\textsuperscript{45}

Since these scenarios were compiled to be the minimum number necessary to develop the range of response capabilities and resources, other hazards were inevitably omitted. Examples of other potentially high-impact events include nuclear power plant incidents, industrial and transportation accidents, and natural disasters however, leaving uncovered the full range of potential dangerous scenarios. Entities at all levels of government can use the National Planning Scenarios as a reference to help them identify the scope, magnitude, and complexity of potential major events. Civilian agencies and military forces can also develop their own scenarios to supplement the National Planning Scenarios.\textsuperscript{46}

The principal responsibility for the prevention of and protection from acts of terror is at the federal level. Consequently, the fifteen NPS focus on acts of terror and major natural hazards.
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disasters, such as hurricanes and earthquakes. In the early stages of developing homeland security national preparedness public policy, DHS, in cooperation with state, tribal, territorial, and local governments, identified capabilities-based planning (CBP) as the planning system to be used in building preparedness across the nation. Since threats to the United States are not static, preparedness requires the ability to adapt and respond in the face of uncertainty. CBP helps account for this uncertainty by ensuring that planning is not limited to addressing the specific aspects of certain threats, but rather focuses on capabilities needed on a range of known and unknown threats.47

Each of the National Planning Scenarios represents a highly destructive event. These events captured on the scenarios include terrorist attacks, natural disasters, and technological emergencies. Even though the full scope of these disasters rarely occurs, the conception of their magnitude from experiences during exercises should give military forces a reason to assess their ability to support civil authorities within 48 hours of notification.

The current NPS have been useful for planning and describing the homeland security capabilities and identifying mission partners. The NPS created a common vocabulary and provided a set of scenarios to state and federal agencies to uncover planning disconnects between partners and analyze homeland security risk. The availability of a scenario set produced with federal interagency participation and vetting has introduced some consistency in U.S. government homeland security planning. Although it is essential to note that there is no plan in DHS to update the NPS or to ensure that there is military integration in the integrated planning system.48
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Current Force Structure: JTF-CS/Defense CBRNE Reaction Force (DCRF)

The CBRNE DCRF is a team of about 5,200 joint personnel who deploy as DOD's initial response force to a CBRNE incident. In terms of Soldiers and combat power, DCRF is approximately an Army division (-) with additional capabilities to support civil authorities commanded by a major general. Using FM 3-35, *Army Deployment and Redeployment*, this monograph will analyze all the necessary steps to ensure military forces can arrive to the site of the catastrophe and support civil authorities as expected by USNORTHCOM and synchronize effectively with local and state forces already operating in the area.

Each DCRF is composed of four functional task forces—Task Force Operations, Task Force Medical, Task Force Logistics and Task Force Aviation—that have their own individual operational focus and set of mission skills. Their capabilities include search and rescue, decontamination, medical, aviation, communications and logistical support. As a partner in the National Response Framework, DOD provides support to state and local authorities managing responses to natural disasters. However, the forces, equipment, and experience required to effectively respond to a CBRNE incident are very different from those needed to respond to natural disasters. The DCRF was established to develop the expertise and maintain the focus on the mission of providing command and control during domestic CBRNE Consequence Management (CM) missions. The CJCS CBRNE Consequence Management Execute Order (EXORD) articulates the authorization and designation of forces.49 DOD CM support and assistance to civil authorities may require DOD's robust logistical roles, skills, and structures, such as the ability to mobilize large numbers of people, to move large amounts of material and equipment, and to provide other logistical support beyond civil authority capability.

---

On Oct. 1, 2008, US Army North (ARNORTH), as USNORTHCOM's, Joint Force Land Component Commander (JFLCC), assumed operational control of JTF-CS. Furthermore, in representation of the JFLCC, JTF-CS mission is to deploy in response to a weapon of mass destruction attack with CBRNE consequences; a team of military and civilian planners then executes a plan that brings a variety of military capabilities to assist the federal, state and local agencies in response to CBRNE incidents within 48 hours of notification to CBRNE incidents in the homeland.50

Deployment Response

Ensuring that military can arrive quickly to support civil authorities upon request of the governor and the president’s approval is paramount to save lives, reduce human suffering, and protect property and infrastructure. Deployment is composed of activities required to prepare and move forces, supplies, and equipment to a theater. This includes the force as it task organizes, tailors itself for movement based on the mission, concept of operations, available lift, and other resources.51 The employment concept of military forces in support to civil authorities is the starting point for deployment planning. Proper planning establishes what, where, and when forces are needed and sets the stage for a successful deployment. Subsequently how the incident commander intends to employ military capabilities available is the basis for orchestrating the deployment structure. *FM 3-35 Deployment and Redeployment* establishes a deployment-goal baseline that stems from the Army Campaign Plan. The plan identifies goals as follow:

- Deploy and employ a brigade combat team (BCT) capability in 4-7 days.

---


• Deploy and employ three BCTs with a division headquarters in 10 days.

Using *FM 3-35 Deployment and Redeployment* as a starting point to determine the feasibility of deploying JTF-CS is not useful. The support that civilian authorities need within the specified timeline directed by USNORTHCOM in theory position JTF-CS forces on the ground 48 hours from notification. Civilian authorities to coordinate efforts and distribute resources during consequence management operations use these unrealistic timelines based on fictitious exercises that cannot replicate real world conditions. State governments expect federal support to arrive within 48 hours as stipulated in USNORTHCOM CONPLAN 3500. Throughout history there are many examples that show federal military forces inability to meet the 48 hours timeline to provide support from notification.

As recent as Hurricane Sandy, President Barack H. Obama signed an emergency declaration for N.J. 48 hours ahead of the hurricane landfall.\(^{52}\) On October 26, 2012, President Obama declared Hurricane Sandy as an imminent state of emergency alerting DCO/DCE through USNORTHCOM for potential call up of forces. As per CJCS EXORD declaring a state of emergency should constitute a notification message for DCRF for potential call up–N hour sequence—in response to the strict timeline of 48 hours to deploy specified by the order.\(^{53}\) Based on actual movement tables of military forces apportioned to JTF-CS from the identified force package one, military forces were arriving at the incident site on Nov 8, 2012.\(^{54}\)

---


\(^{53}\)N hour sequence designates notification time for military forces to get ready and prepare to deploy.

STATE AND FEDERAL PLANNING INTEGRATION

The National Guard is the logical element of the U.S. armed forces to act as the lead military agency for homeland security. By law and tradition, the National Guard connects local communities to the state and federal government. Units are located among American communities, and they have the capabilities, legal authority, and structure to respond to attacks on the homeland. For example, the Army National Guard maintains over 3,000 armories around the nation and the Air National Guard has 140 units throughout the United States and its territories. This close relationship between National Guard units and their locales must be leveraged to ensure that local National Guard units are prepared to respond to attacks.55

State relationships with federal forces such as training collaboration and integrated planning are imperative for cross-coordination during a catastrophe. Inequality of roles among states leads to confusion during emergencies. An example of such de-synchronization between state governors and Defense Coordinating Officers (DCO) was captured in July 2010 during an Advisory Panel on Department of Defense Capabilities for Support of Civil Authorities. Dr. James Carafano,56 one of the nation’s leading experts on defense affairs, military operations, strategy, and homeland security, and also a member of the panel noted that USNORTHCOM seems to be moving toward a model of anticipatory response in support of civil authorities as mandated by the QDR 2010. This anticipatory model uses the Defense Coordinating Officer (DCO) as the cornerstone for the model’s efficacy. Dr. Carafano believes that the DCO is not the best tool for this job because it lacks the capacity and expertise at its level. He asked for thoughts
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from the governors of Vermont and Washington on the anticipatory model and DCO roles. Governor Jim Douglas from Vermont responded that this topic has not been covered in the Council of Governors yet. Governor Christine Gregoire from Washington stated that while she finds the concept very interesting, she has never interacted with a DCO in her six years as governor, and she has overseen a number of disasters within her state.57

On September 2010, an independent panel from the U.S. House Armed Services Committee evaluated the 2010 Quadrennial Defense Review and recommended a re-examination of the role of the National Guard with “an eye to ensuring that a portion of the National Guard be dedicated to and funded for homeland defense.”58 Additionally, in September 2010, National Defense Magazine published an article describing the House Armed Services Committee findings stating, “our panel thinks we really need to re-think the relationship between the active force and the Guard and reserve, and whether we even need some mobilization capability beyond the Guard and reserve,” and take some of the pressure off the active force.”59 The National Guard Bureau’s chief, GEN Craig McKinley, states that his major frustration is the difficulty of sharing intelligence with state adjutants general offices because of red tape and firewalls. McKinley stated that he was unable to get information from the Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) and Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to the appropriate National Guard channels. He added that there was a continuing struggle to find ways to break down the barriers of classification and
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communication, to push the same information that Defense Department officials have down to those people who can actually use it and maybe prevent another incident such as that of September 11, 2001.\textsuperscript{60}

An example of some of the collaboration challenges among agencies responding to disasters was experienced during Hurricane Katrina in 2005. About four days after Hurricane Katrina’s landfall the military began providing imagery data from some of its satellites and airplanes dedicated to support civilian agencies, although some information was classified due to its source and could not be shared directly with civilian agencies. Additionally, some agencies were not able to access some of the available information because the data files were too large to download due to an unforecasted bandwidth problem. A National Guard Hurricane Katrina after-action review reported that the adjutants general of Mississippi and Louisiana required real-time imagery that the military community should have been able to provide, but did not. Because state and local officials were overwhelmed and the military’s extensive reconnaissance capabilities were not effectively leveraged, responders began organizing and deploying without fully understanding the extent of the damage or the required assistance.\textsuperscript{61}

Most of the challenges today between interagency partners were not addressed in the 2010 Quadrennial Review as the priority for homeland defense. The DOD determined that the priorities needed to be addressed are in fielding faster, more flexible consequence management response forces, enhanced capabilities for domain awareness, accelerate the development of standoff radiological/nuclear detection capabilities and, enhance domestic counter-IED
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capabilities.\textsuperscript{62} Although the 2010 QDR acknowledges that combatant commanders lack sufficient tools to support their theater campaign plans and their assigned mission to build partner capacity, DOD dismisses the importance of interagency coordination as a mandate to all federal agencies.

Regardless of whether civil support remains a responsibility divided between active duty and National Guard and Reserve forces, it is likely that interagency coordination will be addressed. Extensive coordination will then be necessary to determine what level of investment will be required to meet civil support expectations. Information exchange is a priority and a challenge to overcome in order to increase the speed of deployment in support of civil authorities.

**Case Study 1: Hurricane Katrina Response (August 2005)**

The issue that has attracted the most attention in post-Katrina discussions has been the speed of rescue and relief operations. The Secretary of Homeland Security, Michael Chertoff, did not declare Hurricane Katrina an Incident of National Significance until August 30, the evening after the hurricane made landfall, making the argument of preemptive federal response capability under the NRP invalid.\textsuperscript{63}

USNORTHCOM began its alert and coordination procedures significantly before Katrina’s landfall and the subsequent levee breaches. It is not exactly clear when DHS/FEMA first requested DOD assistance or what was specifically requested. Press releases and reports to date, show that DOD made its own assessments of what resources would be useful and began moving towards deployment before or shortly after Katrina’s landfall. However, many military


deployments did not begin not until after the presidential declaration of a federal emergency on August 30, and the declaration of an Incident of National Significance on August 31. This procedure although in keeping with the National Response Plan and DOD’s Homeland Security Doctrine, may have slowed the arrival of needed DOD assets in the affected region.64

Another factor that affected deployments in support of Hurricane Katrina was simply in keeping most relief assets out of the storm’s path until it passed in order to avoid their own destruction. However, an earlier and phased deployment could have brought assets closer to the affected region in a more timely fashion. The relief assets’ approach was also slowed to some extent by damage to airports/airbases, highways, and the concern about underwater obstructions in the New Orleans Port area. Even after the activation of JTF-Katrina on 30 August, DOD’s response appears incremental, as it responded to an increasingly deteriorating situation. The hospital ship USS Comfort was not dispatched from Baltimore until 31 August. Additional active duty ground forces (82nd Infantry Division (Airborne), 1st Cavalry Division) did not begin deploying until 3 September, arriving approximately four days after landfall.65

Case Study 2: Hurricane Sandy Response (October 2012)

On 27 October 2012, the President of the U.S. declared a national emergency in response to Hurricane Sandy’s imminent threat. USNORTHCOM placed DSCA forces on 24-hour Prepare to Deploy Order (PTDO) status on October 29, in response to anticipated FEMA requests to mitigate or respond to effects of Hurricane Sandy.66 Military in support of civil authorities that are part of JTF-CS require 48 to 96 hours to deploy once placed on a PTDO status. On 26
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October 2012 Defense Coordinating Officers deployed to begin coordination with FEMA and to estimate the level of required Title 10 forces support. Based on the FEMA timeline of support, on November 2, DCO continued to estimate the need for additional support. On approximately November 9, USNORTHCOM directed assets arrived with approximately 4000 soldiers to support FEMA.67

Joint Task Force Civil Support is an already tailored force ready to support civil authorities upon request. Based on the DSCA EXORD forces are capable to be on the ground to support in approximately 48-96 hours. Forces arrived approximately two weeks following the first broadcasted television news reported that Hurricane Sandy was going to cause damage to the east coast of the U.S. Additionally, the arrival was over a week after the President of the U.S. declared a national emergency. Why was the response slow?

There are studies conducted by RAND Corporation that show there was a lack of understanding by state civil authorities as to DOD’s Title 10 role in disaster response, further indicating a need for the building of a collaborative relationship.68 The first study published in 2006 by RAND surveyed local, state, and health authorities. It indicated that the events of Hurricane Katrina, “…highlighted the differing expectations that state and local officials have with respect to the role of federal military and the National Guard in responding to a major catastrophe.”69 It went on to state that differing expectations of the military could have been in part due to the lack of knowledge of legal restrictions or even misunderstandings about roles and
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responsibilities of the military during domestic responses.\textsuperscript{70}

**ADP 3-0 Unified Land Operations and DSCA**

Within Joint Task Force Civil Support military forces organization, the Army is the service that provides the bulk of the forces. Therefore, it is important to understand how Army forces understand defense support of civil authorities (DSCA) within their doctrinal context. In October 2011, the Army unveiled Army Doctrine Publication (ADP) 3-0, Unified Land Operations, the replacement for FM 3-0, Operations. Under the Doctrine 2015 initiative, the new ADPs replace the traditional FMs with concise discussions of general principles of only ten to twelve pages. ADP 3-0 constitutes the Army’s view of how it conducts prompt and sustained operations on land and forms the basis for the common operational concept for the Army.

The foundation of Unified Land Operations (ULO) is the Army’s warfighting doctrine. It is based on the idea that Army units seize, retain, and exploit the initiative to gain a position of relative advantage. This is accomplished through simultaneous combination of offensive, defensive, and stability operations–ADP 3-0 misses DSCA as part of the foundation of ULO–that set the conditions for favorable conflict resolution.\textsuperscript{71} At the center stage of this doctrine is the Decisive Action (DA) construct, which encompass offensive, defensive, stability operations and defense support to civil authorities (Figure 5).

The Army’s only two core competencies –combined arms maneuver (CAM) and wide area security (WAS)– provide the means for balancing the application of the warfighting functions within the tactical actions and tasks inherent in the Decisive Action construct which has defense support of civil authorities at its center stage. The debate that emerges from the decisive
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action construct’s discussion, at the School of Advanced Military Studies, is that military forces in support of civil authorities cannot be decisive while employing the core competencies in a support role. Additionally the measures of effectiveness are very difficult to manage when the conditions for favorable conflict resolution falls to another agency such as FEMA when the preponderance of capabilities resides within the military forces.

Figure 5 Unified Land Operations underlying logic

*Source: ADP 3-0, iii.*

Based on ADP 3-0, the role of Army forces resides in their capabilities to protect the homeland abroad based on their ability to simultaneously apply CAM and WAS. Even though DSCA is part of the DA construct, ADP 3-0 is not clear in explaining how Army forces will operate in support of civil authorities. This lack of clarity adds complexity to Army forces responding to a call for civilian support when the core of military training is CAM and WAS as explained in the Army’s capstone doctrine. When examining Army forces performing operations
in an interagency support role, ADP 3-0 misses the mark.
CONCLUSION

A responsibility of any government and its defense establishment is to protect the lives and safety of its people. Because the United States benefits from favorable geography and continental size, direct attacks against the country itself have been rare throughout its history. However, events since the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, remind us that the rapid proliferation of destructive technologies, combined with potent ideologies of violent extremism, portends a future in which all governments will have to maintain a high level of vigilance against terrorist threats. Moreover, terrorists are acquiring new means to strike targets at greater distances from their borders and with greater lethality. Finally, the United States must also be prepared to respond to the full range of potential natural disasters.

The experiences of the past several years have deepened the realization that state and non-state adversaries alike may seek to attack military and civilian targets within the United States. Protecting the nation and its people from such threats requires close synchronization between civilian and military efforts. Although many efforts to protect the United States are led by other federal agencies, including the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), the role of the Department of Defense in defending the nation against direct attack and in providing support to civil authorities, potentially in response to a very significant or even catastrophic event, has steadily gained prominence.

To ensure that the Department of Defense is prepared to provide appropriate support to civil authorities, USNORTHCOM must focus JTF-CS and identify capability enhancements that are not available at the local state level. Key initiatives resulting from this monograph include efforts to:

- Field faster, more flexible response forces at the local and state level. The DOD has gained experience and learned valuable lessons from its efforts to field specialized local response teams such as CSTs, CERFPs and HRFs for chemical, biological, radiological, nuclear,
and high-yield explosives events. Given the potential for surprise attacks within the United States, the Department must reorganize these forces to enhance their lifesaving capabilities, maximize their flexibility, and reduce their response times. First, DOD should begin restructuring the DCRF, to increase its ability to respond more rapidly to an event at the state level if requested by a governor. This change in force structure should be focused towards counter WMD and early detection. The current force structure seems inadequate to support civil authorities when needed to re-establish normalcy after a catastrophe.

- Complementing the evolution of the DCRF, the DOD also should draw on existing National Guard forces to better train and equip the Homeland Response Forces in each of the ten Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) regions. These ten HRFs will provide a regional response capability; focus on planning, training and exercising; and forge strong links between the federal level and state and local authorities. In lieu of the current fiscal constraints that the Department of Defense is facing, shifting priorities toward an increased state response capability will translate into cost savings.

- Enhance capabilities for situational awareness. USNORTHCOM and its interagency partners must be able to comprehensively monitor the air, land, maritime, space, and cyber domains for potential direct threats to the United States. Such monitoring provides the U.S. homeland with an extended, layered in depth defense. This effort includes enhanced coordination and focus in counter WMD operations. For example, USNORTHCOM working with DHS and the Defense Intelligence Agency (DIA) through a joint technology capability demonstration program to explore new technologies to assists in the identification of gaps in capabilities at the local state level is a potential way to gain better situational awareness.

- Enhance domestic counter WMD capabilities. To better prepare USNORTHCOM to support civil authorities seeking to counter potential threats from domestic WMDs, training must occur that assist civil authorities with tactics, techniques, and procedures
(TTPs) and capabilities developed in recent operations at the local state level.
First and foremost, the U.S. government must elevate homeland defense and civil support to a first tier priority within DOD and resource DSCA as a primary mission. In the 2009 Quadrennial Roles and Missions Review Report, Homeland Defense and Civil Support was listed first among the department’s core mission areas. However, by 2012, when DOD published Sustaining U.S. Global Leadership: Priorities for 21st Century Defense, “Defend the Homeland and Provide Support to Civil Authorities” had dropped to seventh on the department’s list of primary missions.

This shift in emphasis was not inadvertent. It reflected a deliberate and deeply disturbing shift in DOD policy. The fundamental principles of war rarely, if ever, change. However, war is subject to constant shifts in technology and its application. In the 21st century, the easy transportability of CBRNE weapons has fundamentally changed the character of conflict, making asymmetric warfare employing such weapons a threat that is almost undetectable. Associating this asymmetric CBRNE threat with any particular terrorist organization (e.g., al-Qaeda) or nation state (e.g., Iran) would be a serious mistake. This form of warfare is available to all of America’s potential adversaries, and intends to produce strategic results. Some senior U.S. military leaders understand the fundamental nature of this change, but many do not. Some believe that homeland defense and civil support should be at the top of DOD’s priority list, while others are comfortable listing it seventh. Going forward, it is essential to understand homeland defense and civil support as integrated elements of DOD’s larger operational framework. A holistic approach to 21st-


century security will require changes in professional military education, sustained engagement by senior civilian officials at the Pentagon, close congressional oversight, blunt statutory direction, and, ultimately, informed presidential leadership.

Strengthening National Guard (CST/CERFP/HRF) force structure at the state level to ensure that DOD has a robust and reliable DSCA capacity that can rapidly and effectively respond to domestic catastrophic disasters is the number one recommendation of this monograph. DOD identified this in its Strategy for Homeland Defense and Civil Support: The Department of Defense will be prepared to provide forces and capabilities in support of domestic CBRNE consequence management, with an emphasis on preparing for multiple, simultaneous mass casualty incidents. DOD’s responses will be planned, practiced, and carefully integrated into the national response.  

Seven years later DOD still cannot deliver on that promise. USNORTHCOM has too few troops with too little equipment and insufficient field training. An increased effort to focus National Guard capabilities must be addressed by DOD. The necessary corrections should be implemented within a framework that ensures the identified CBRNE response forces are: 1) considered national assets, 2) are under presidential command and control, 3) assigned to USNORTHCOM, and 4) trained and equipped with sufficient operational mass and capability.

As a result to the consistent leadership of the National Guard and continuous mission refinement, the governors now possess robust Title 32 CBRNE response capabilities, sufficient to address any foreseeable mid-range CBRNE event. However, if a complex catastrophe were to occur—especially a series of simultaneous mass casualty CBRNE attacks—the most likely course of action would also be the most dangerous. USNORTHCOM’s only standing DCRF would be

---

fully committed to the first CBRNE event. Thereafter, poorly trained general utility forces would fill the requirements as additional response forces, subject to the authority and direction of operational command elements that still exist largely on paper. For these additional forces responding to multiple near simultaneous catastrophes, a lack of training and equipment and complete lack of unit cohesion would almost certainly result in unnecessary loss of life.

The requirement exists for the USNORTHCOM commander, deputy commander, all principal deputies, the Army North commander, and the DCRF commander to be experienced in planning and executing DSCA missions. USNORTHCOM is not the place for on-the-job training. The Senate Armed Services Committee should address in the future that no officer nominated for command of USNORTHCOM will be deemed qualified for confirmation unless that officer has a demonstrated history of significant experience and superior professional performance in the execution of civil support or humanitarian assistance operations. The selection of qualified National Guard and Reserve Component officers for active-duty command and principal staff assignments at all levels of USNORTHCOM’s force structure should become routine.

When assessing USNORTHCOM’s identified requirements, the Secretary of Defense should consistently emphasize the improvement of operational capabilities. In the aftermath of a domestic catastrophic event, DOD’s ability to quickly execute its DSCA missions in support of civil authorities could mean the difference between a contained situation and massive casualties. The anticipated casualties associated with the fifteen National Planning Scenarios make it clear that this is especially true in the event of a CBRNE attack. To respond to such an event, USNORTHCOM needs the right people in sufficient numbers, properly trained with the necessary equipment, ready to rapidly execute operational plans that have already been rigorously tested in a realistic field-training environment. With the safety of the American people being uncertain, it should be the number one priority of the U.S. government to fund all identified gaps in capabilities at the local state level.
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